
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

A. General:
1. This booklet is your Question Paper.
2. The Question paper, (IQ),  consists 30 Single Choice Question. Each Question has four choices

(A), (B), (C) and (D) out of which ONLY ONE  is correct.
3. Blank spaces and blank pages are provided in this booklet for your rough work. No additional  sheets

will be provided for rough work.
4. Blank papers, clipboards, log tables, slide rules, calculators, cellular phones, pagers and electronic

gadgets are NOT allowed inside the examination hall.
5. The answer sheet, a machine-readable Optical Response Sheet (ORS) is provided separately

B.   Filling in the OMR

6. On the OMR, write in ink your Name, Enrollment No., Examination date and put your signature in the
appropriate boxes.

7. On the OMR, for Each Question number, darken ONLY Right bubble with Blue/ Black ball point
pen only corresponding to what you consider to be the most appropriate answer, from among the
choices.

C. Marking Scheme

8. (i) For each question you will be awarded 3 marks if you have darkened correct bubble corresponding
to the right answer.

(ii) In case you have not darkened any bubble you will be awarded 0 mark for that question.
(iii) Negative mark : –1 marks is given for each incorrect answer.
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PART-I [IQ]
[ONLY ONE IS CORRECT TYPE]

This Part contains 30 Single choice questions. Each question has four choices(A), (B), (C) and (D) out of
which Only one is correct.

Directions (Question 1 to 5) : In each of the following questions, a number series is given with
one term missing. Choose the correct alternative that will continue the same pattern and re-
place the question mark in the given series.

1. 1,9,25,49,?,121
(A) 64 (B) 81 (C) 91 (D) 100

2. 4,7,12,19,28,?
(A) 30 (B) 36 (C) 39 (D) 49

3. 11,13,17,19,23,25,?
(A) 26 (B) 27 (C) 29 (D) 37

4. 6,12,21,?,48
(A) 33 (B) 38 (C) 40 (D) 45

5. 2,5,9,?,20,27
(A) 14 (B) 16 (C) 18 (D)  24
Directions (Question 6 to 10) : In each of the following questions,various terms of an alphabet
series are given with one or more terms missing as shown by (?). Choose the missing terms
out of the given alternatives.

6. R,U,X,A,D, ?
(A) F (B) G (C) H (D) I

7. T,R,P,N,L,?,?
(A) J,G (B) J,H (C) K,H (D) K,I

8. B,D,F,I,L,P,?
(A) R (B) S (C) T (D) U

9. U,B,I,P,W,?
(A) D (B) F (C) Q (D) Z

10. H,I,K,N,?
(A) O (B) Q (C)R (D) S
Directions (Question 11 to 15) : In each of the following letter series, some of the letters are
missing which are given in that order as one of the alternatives below it. choose the correct
alternative.

11. __ __ aba __ __ ba __ ab
(A) abbba (B) abbab (C) baabb (D) bbaba

12. ab __ __ baa __ __ ab __
(A) aaaa (B) aabaa (C) aabab (D) baabb

13. m __ nm __ n __ an __ a __ ma __
(A) aamnan (B) ammanm (C) aammnn (D) amammn

14. a __ ba __ b __ b __ a __ b
(A) abaab (B) abbab (C) aabba (D) bbabb

15. __ stt __ tt __ tts __
(A) tsts (B) ttst (C) sstt (D) tsst
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Directions (Question 16 to 20) : In each of the following questions, there is a certain relation-
ship between two givn words on one side of : : and one word is given on another side of : : while
another word is to be found from the given alternatives, having the same relation with this word
as the words of the given pair bear. Choose the correct alternative.

16. Kandla : Gujarat : : cochin : ?
(A) Karnataka (B) Kerala (C) Goa (D) Chennai

17. Commodore : Navy : : Brigadier ?
(A) captain (B) commander (C) Air Force (D) Army

18. Assam : Bihu : : Kerala : ?
(A) Kathakali (B) Kuchipudi (C) Kathak (D) Bharatnatyam

19. Square : Diamond : : Circle : ?
(A) Smooth (B) Round (C) Oval (D) Ball

20. Ruby : Red : : Sapphire : ?
(A) Blue (B) white (C) green (D) silver

21. What is related to lapse in the same way as session is related to conclude ?
(A) leave (B) Permit (C) Agency (D) Policy

22. Tapeworm is related to film in the same way as plasmodium is related to _________
(A) Malaria (B) Constipation (C) Diphtheria (D) Diarrhoea

23. Satyajit Ray is related to films in the same way as picasso is related to _________
(A) Literature (B) Drama (C) Poetry (D) Painting

24. Borrower is related to loan in the same way as Beggar is related to _________
(A) Alms (B) Mercy (C) Money (D) Gift

25. Waves is related to Air in the same way as Ripples is related to _________
(A) Wind (B) Water (C) storm (D) smoke

26. Deepak is brother of Ravi. Reena is sister of Atul. Ravi is son of Reena. How is Deepak related
to reena ?
(A) Son (B) Brother (C) Nephew (D) Father

27. If A is to the south of B and C is to the east of B, in what direction is A with respect to C ?
(A) North-east (B) North-west (C) sourth-east (D) Sourth-west
Direction (Question 28 to 30) : Read the information given below to answer these questions :
(i) Aarti is older than sanya
(ii) Muskan is elder than aarti but younger than Kashish
(iii) Kashish is elder than sanya
(iv) Sanya is younger than muskan
(v) Gargi is the eldest.

28. Who is the youngest ?
(A) Kashish (B) Aarti (C) Muskan (D)Sanya

29. Agewise, who is in the middle ?
(A) Kashish (B) Aarti (C) Muskan (D) Sanya

30. Which of the given statements is/are superfluous and can be dispenesed with while answering
the above questions ?
(A) either (i) or (iii) (B) only (iv) (C) either (i) or (iv) (D) both(iii) and (iv)



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

A. General:
1. This booklet is your Question Paper.
2. There are three parts in the Question paper, Part-I (Physics),Part-II (Chemistry),Part-III (Mathematics) &

Part - IV (Biology).Part-I, Part-II & Part-III consists 15 Single Choice Questions & SPart-IVconsists 10
Single Choice Questions. Each Question has four choices (A), (B), (C) and (D) out of which ONLY ONE  is
correct.

3. Blank spaces and blank pages are provided in this booklet for your rough work. No additional  sheets will be
provided for rough work.

4. Blank papers, clipboards, log tables, slide rules, calculators, cellular phones, pagers and electronic gadgets are
NOT allowed inside the examination hall.

5. The answer sheet, a machine-readable Optical Response Sheet (ORS) is provided separately

B.   Filling in the OMR

6. On the OMR, write in ink your Name, Enrollment No., Examination date and put your signature in the appropriate
boxes.

7. On the OMR, for Each Question number, darken ONLY Right bubble with Blue/ Black ball point pen only
corresponding to what you consider to be the most appropriate answer, from among the choices.

C. Marking Scheme

8. (i) For each question you will be awarded 3 marks if you have darkened correct bubble corresponding to the
right answer.
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PART-I [PHYSICS]
[ONLY ONE IS CORRECT TYPE]

This Part contains 15 Single choice questions. Each question has four choices(A), (B), (C) and (D) out of
which Only one is correct.

31. In Fahrenheit scale, water freezes at
(A) 0°F (B) 32°F (C) 40°F (D) 212°F

32. A polished silvery surface is
(A) good absorbed of heat (B) good reflector of heat
(C) poor reflector of heat (D) none of these

33. The liquid metal used in a thermometer is
(A) Mercury (B) Silver (C) Gold (D) Copper

34. The transfer of heat which does not require any medium is called
(A) Conduction (B) Convection (C) Radiation (D) Vapourization

35. An instrument used to study the speed of winds is called
(A) Manometer (B) Anemometer (C) Ammeter (D) Speedometer

36. The distance moved per unit time is called
(A) speed (B) displacement (C) velocity (D) acceleration

37. 60°C temperature is equivalent to
(A) 310 K (B) 140°F (C) 132.6°F (D) 130°F

38. Which of the following cause more severe burn?
(A) steam at 100°C (B) boiling water (C) water at 95°C (D) none of these

39. Speed with direction is called
(A) Velocity (B) Movement (C) Displacement (D) Distance

40. 54 km/h = ..........m/s
(A) 194.4 (B) 27 (C) 12.5 (D) 15

41. Which of them is not a unit of time?
(A) second (B) hour (C) year (D) light year
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42. The figure shows the distance-time graph for the motion of two bodies A and B. Which one of them is
moving faster?
(A) Body A
(B) Body B
(C) Both moves with same speed                            D

is
ta

nc
e

Time

A
B

(D) None of these
43. Which of the following is a scalar physical quantity?

(A) Speed (B) Velocity (C) Displacement (D) None of these
44. A car covers 15 km in 20 minutes with a uniform speed. What is its speed?

(A) 60 km/h (B) 
75 km/h

100
(C) 45 km/h (D) none of these

45. An iron ball at 40°C is dropped in a mug containing water at 40°C. The heat will
(A) flow from iron ball to water
(B) not flow from iron ball to water or from water to iron ball
(C) flow from water to iron ball
(D) increase the temperature of both
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PART-II [CHEMISTRY]
[ONLY ONE IS CORRECT TYPE]

This Part contains 15 Single choice questions. Each question has four choices(A), (B), (C) and (D) out of
which Only one is correct.

46. Which of the following is NOT a physical change?
(A) Teasing a paper (B) Bending an iron rod
(C) Freezing water into ice (D) None of these

47. Ayush took a little bit of soil from his garden and mixed it with water. When he dipped a blue litmus in
it, the litmus turned red. By adding which of the following to his garden will he get better plant growth?
(A) Hydrochloric acid (B) Slaked lime (C) Water (D) Salt

48. Acids and bases should not be stored in metal containers because
(A) they are corrosive in nature and react with metals.
(B) they cannot be seen from outside.
(C) they become brown in colour when stored in metal containers.
(D) metal containers are heavy and cannot be lifted when filled with acids and bases.

49. Identify the wrong statement:
(A) Bases are corrosive and have sour taste. (B) Milk of magnesia contains magnesium hydroxide.
(C) Sodium hydroxide is a strong base. (D) Water is produced during neutralisation

50. Choose the incorrect statement:
(A) Chemical reactions are characterised by change in colour and smell.
(B) Change in chemical compositions of reactants takes place during a chemical change.
(C) Physical change are always reversible.
(D) Change in physical state is a physical change.

51. Identify the physical change in the following.
(A) Burning of magnesium ribbon
(B) formation of solution by dissolving a soluble substance in water.
(C) Photosynthesis
(D) Digestion of food.

52. Each cell of our body contains this. It is also present in our proteins and fat. What is it?
(A) Acid (B) Base (C) Salt (D) None of these

53. Common name of copper sulphate is:
(A) Chalk (B) Quicklime (C)Nitre (D) Blue vitriol
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54. An anemometer is an instrument that is most similar to a:
(A) accelerator (B) speedometer (C) flag (D) electric meter

55. Which of the following plays an important role in the early - warning systems for cyclones?
(A) Helicopters (B) Submarines (C) Satellites (D) Stars

56. On earth the wind from the north and the south blow towards the equator. From this, we can understand
that:
(A) earth is round or spherical in shape (B) it is hotter in and around the equator
(C) wind doesn’t flow from the east or the west (D) it is hotter in and around the north and the south

57. Upon heating gases become .......................
because the molecules ............
(A) lighter, contract (B) heavier, contract (C) heavier, expand (D) lighter, expand

58. Which of the following correctly shows the expansion of water with rise in temperature?

(A) vo
lu

m
e

Temperature4°C

(B) vo
lu

m
e

Temperature4°C

(C) vo
lu

m
e

Temperature4°C

(D) vo
lu

m
e

Temperature4°C

59. Which of the following is the most important factor in balancing the amout of fresh water on earth?
(A) water cycle (B) green house effect
(C) WWTP (D) transpiration

60. Water in its pure form is a:
(A) good conductor of heat (B) bad conductor of heat
(C) good conductor of electricity (D) none of these
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PART-III [MATHEMATICS]
[ONLY ONE IS CORRECT TYPE]

This Part contains 15 Single choice questions. Each question has four choices(A), (B), (C) and (D) out of
which Only one is correct.

61. For two integers p and q, p + q is also an integer; this is an example of
(A) Closure property (B) Commutative property
(C) Additive identity (D) None of these

62. Which of the following is an irrational number ?
(A) 3.141414.... (B) 2.67 (C) 4 (D) 

63. 2 3 7   is a number just greater than the integer
(A) 6 (B) 3 (C) 7 (D) 9

64. A number is divisible by 15 if it is divisible by
(A) 3 (B) 5
(C) either 3 or 5 but not necessarily both (D) 60

65. A two digit integer is not divisible by 7 if it is divisible by
(A) 12 (B) 11 (C) 14 (D) 19

66. The degree of (x5 – x4)4 is
(A) 9 (B) 13 (C) 20 (D) 16

67.
30 2 16

4 3
x y
x y



 , what is y : x

(A) 13 : 5 (B) 5 : 13 (C) 7 : 13 (D) 13 : 7
68. x4 < 1000, the largest integer value of x is

(A) 6 (B) 3 (C) 5 (D) 4
69. For a right angle isosceles triangle, the angle bisector of right angle makes

(A) two right triangles (B) two equilateral triangles
(C) two scalene triangles (D) None
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70. Which of the following is not the set of measures of the sides of a triangle?
(A) 7, 3, 5 (B) 8, 12, 18 (C) 5, 6, 14 (D) 5, 12, 13

71. ABC is an equilateral triangle with side length as positive integers. Which of the following cannot be its
area?

(A) 3 (B) 4 3 (C) 25 3 (D) 25
72. If the diameter of a circle is equal to the diagonal of a square, then the ratio of their areas is

(A) 7 : 1 (B) 1 : 1 (C) 11 : 7 (D) 22 : 7
73. The cost of fencing a semi-circular garden of radius 14 m at Rs 10 per meter is

(A) 1080 (B) 1020 (C) 700 (D) 720
74. If t is a whole number, then the sum of all the possible values of t such that 3 8t t  

(A) 2 (B) 3 (C) 10 (D) 5
75. There are 7 observations in the data and their mean is 11. If each observation is multiplied by 2, then

the new mean is
(A) 11 (B) 13 (C) 22 (D) cannot say
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PART - IV [Biology]
[SINGLE CORRECT TYPE]

Each question has four choices (A), (B), (C) and (D) out of which only one is correct.

76. The compnents that are necessary four our body ar called
(A) Vitamins (B) Pulses (C) Nutrients (D) Minerals

77. The mode of nutrition in which organisms make food for them selves is called
(A) Autotrophic nutrition (B) Heterotrophic nutrition
(C) Saprophytic nutrition (D) All

78. The bacterium which provides nitrogen to the leguminous plants is
(A) fungi (B) Rhizobium (C) Yeast (D) Lichens

79. Pitcher is an example of
(A) Insectivorous Plants (B) Leguminous Plant
(C) Algae (D) Fungi

80. The process by which a plant prepareis its food by photosynthesis, takes place in presence of
(A) Moon light (B) Candle light (C) Sunlight (D) Bulb light

81. ________ gas is released by the plants in the process of photosynthesis
(A) Oxygen (B) Nitrogen (C) CO2 (D) Hydrogen

82. The breakdown of complex components of food into simpler substances is called
(A) Breathing (B) Digestion (C) Nutrition (D) Respiration

83. The largest gland in the human body is
(A) Oesophagus (B) Liver (C) Salivary gland (D) villi

84. The process of digestion taking place in grass-eating animals is called
(A) Egestion (B) Rumination (C) Assimlation (D) Absorption

85. Diarrhoea is caused due to
(A) Infection (B) Indigestion (C) Poisoning (D) All of the above
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